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Abstract
IoT network-connected devices will be kept on increasing and will cross million, but it is
impossible to allocate spectrum for those million and million of the devices. This spectrum
scarcity can be handled by incorporating cognitive radio-based dynamic spectrum sharing,
which is referred to as Cognitive Radio Internet of Things (CRIoT). But CRIoT sufferers from
the Physical layer attack in cognitive radio, which affects the spectrum sensing accuracy and
reduces the spectrum utilization. There are various attacks at the physical layer of cognitive
radio among jamming attacks resulting in a denial of cognitive radio services and make
spectrum underutilization. Continuous jamming can be detected quickly based on time delay
on spectrum access, but discrete random jamming detection is challenging. This article
proposes an autoencoder deep learning architecture-based jamming attack detection in
cognitive radio. The jamming detection problem is modeled as anomaly detection. The
autoencoder architecture is used to detect the jammer anomaly of the jammer. The proposed
system involves the simulation of a random jamming attack and detecting it at a particular time
instant information that may help mitigate the jammer attack .the proposed mechanism able to
detect the jammer with 89% of accuracy.
Keywords: Cognitive Radio Internet of Things, various attacks, architecture-based jamming
attack.

1.Introduction
internet of things is ever-growing with an increased number of connected devices in the order
of millions and millions of devices. In the future, it will not be possible to allocate the spectrum
for those connected devices because most of the spectrum is allocated for the other wireless
services. Even though there is a new spectrum band proposed for the scarcity issue like
millimeter-wave spectrum and Tera Herz spectrum, they are still at laboratory and simulation
level only. There is a lot of deployment issue need to be addressed in those new spectral band.
Moreover, those new spectral band hardware costs will be very high, making it possible to
accommodate IoT applications. The only feasible solution for this issue will be applying the
cognitive radio concept in the IoT network for dynamic spectrum sharing. Cooperative
cognitive is mostly suitable [14] for IoT applications since, by default, all IoT nodes are
engaged with sensing jobs already. It also provides energy efficiency [16].
There are many kinds of literature that explored the spectrum sharing mechanism for IoT .
There are many couples of works in the direction of resource management [17].But the security
aspect of the cognitive radio for spectrum sharing in IoT applications is not explored much
.There are many physical layers attack in the cognitive radio that disables the dynamic spectrum

sharing [19-23]like Primary user emulation attack, data falsification jamming attack. Among
those attacks, jamming attacks are very simple to make, which could be a prominent one in the
IoT application with cognitive radio. The jamming attack with continuous jamming is easier to
detect. But the intelligent jammer will randomize the jamming attack, which is very difficult
to detect. Thus this research article is intended to solve such kind of ransom jamming attack.
The detection of such jamming attacks is the first step to mitigate that attack. Under a random
attack scenario detecting the attack time instant will be very much essential to alleviate the
attack. So, this research article intended to detect the attack with the exact time instant of the
attack.
Few kinds of literature deal with CR in IoT and jamming attack detection.
The limited availability of spectrum and inefficient usage of range opens a concept called
cognitive Radio Networks (CRN)”[13], which can be effectively utilized for the IoT network.
Routing algorithms for Cognitive Radio Based IoT network analyzed with channel switching
cost, end-to-end delay cost, energy efficiency and bandwidth dependent cost[13].
An integrated cognitive radio (CR) with the IoT called CR-IoTNet is introduced [1]. In the
proposed CR-IoTNet, given with multiple primary user (PU) base-stations and SU devices and
joint spectrum sensing and optimal allocation of spectrum is proposed. In this, an intelligent
fusion centre (IFC) is utilized for signal spectrum sensing decisions. Support vector machines
(SVM) is employed to learn and adapt to network dynamics and identify the PU spectrum
usage. Trained SVM classifier provides 95.11% accuracy.
The jamming attack is one of the leading security issues for spectrum sharing in cognitive radio,
especially in an IoT network. CR networks security issue of proactive jamming and reactive
jamming in spectrum sharing is addressed [2]. The channel assignment process in presence of
both proactive and reactive jamming attacks is carried out with a probabilistic-based channel
assignment mechanism. The proposed mechanism tries to minimize the invalidity ratio of CR
packet transmissions with a delay constraint. The statistical information of primary users’
activities, fading conditions and jamming attacks over idle channels are used as base data to
achieve the lowest invalidity ratios with a quality-aware channel assignment algorithm.
Machine learning and deep learning applied Cognitive IoT network provides much promising
solution because it establishes mathematical models using observations, i.e., training data then
the model can be used, to predict or make decisions[15,24,25]. Those approaches enable
learning and improvement from experience automatically.
Another jamming attack work for the cognitive radio network with an anti-jamming task with
the help of a Markov decision process and deep reinforcement learning method is proposed [3].
The mechanism used to learn a policy to maximize the rate of successful transmission. A
Double Deep Q Network (Double DQN) model us used to detect the jammer. The Q network
is trained using the Transformer encoder to estimate action-values pair from raw spectrum data.
Channel hopping is one of the schemes for anti-jamming in cognitive radio, which requires
pre-sharing of access information and not taking care of the traffic loads' variations. An antijamming scheme with the dynamic adjustment of the sending/receiving ratio to maximize the
throughput is proposed [4]. The mechanism work based on Load Awareness with Anti- channel
hopping for anti-jamming, which uses extended Langford pairing.

The coexistence of IoT and CRN makes it possible to deploy a broad range of solutions. The
time-sensitive IoT applications suffer from communication security, especially when CR
concepts are utilized in IoT, prone to more attacks. A security-aware routing protocol with
jamming attacks is presented[5]. This mechanism assigns the most secure channel for every
hop of communication by solving an optimization problem. An Ensemble-based Jamming
Behaviour Detection and Identification (E-JBDI) technique is also presented to identify the
behavior anomaly of jamming attack. Results also show the proposed mechanism achieves
accuracy and precision-recall rates of approximately 100%.
An active anti-jamming method based on frequency diverse array (FDA) radar phase center is
presented[6]. This cognitive activity ensures the radar difficult for a jammer to detect or locate
during the normal operation. The Bayesian filter is applied to realize cognitive beamforming
to make anti-jamming.
The security issues over the physical layer of cognitive radio are summarized [7]. The various
threat types, detection mechanisms, and countermeasures are reported.
The jamming issue in Cognitive radio (CR) WiFi network with dynamic channel switching
is presented [8]. This integration is called a Cognitive WiFi (CWF) network. A new LU-MAC
protocol is proposed for CWF network, which can work dynamically in licensed and unlicensed
bands to increase jamming resistance. The protocol has a new control frame, Data Channel
Switching (DCS) process and coordination modules, control channel switching process. Few
algorithms are analyzed for the antijamming, namely 1. Intrusion Detection System (IDS),
2.Random Frequency Hopping Pattern (RFHP) 3.Statistic-based Reactive Channel Switching
(SRCS).
In cognitive radio, any malicious user can observe communication and emits a false message
to block communication due to shared frequency. Software-defined radio (SDR) technology
makes jamming attacks very easy since the waveforms are defined in software. A jammer
transmits radio signal diable communication reducing signal to noise ratio. Different jammer
detection methods are analyzed [9]. Few network parameters are used to detect the jamming
attack that can be 1. packet delivery ratio (PDR)2. packet send ratio (PSR)3.bad packet ratio
(BPR) 4.signal to noise ratio (SNR). The communication parameter used in SDR like
1.synchronization indicator, 2.iteration 3.adaptive signal to jammer plus noise ratio (ASNJR)
are the new detectings the detection of the jamming attack for the software-defined radio
hardware.
The Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) is the innovation that enables e-healthcare to make
treatments more flexible and convenient. But security and privacy become the central issue of
IoMT which is challenging to have highly computational cryptographic to solve because of the
following characteristic of the IoMT devices 1. limited computational capability2. Limited
memory space 3.has energy constraints. A friendly jamming (Fri-jam) scheme is proposed for
potential countermeasures to the security of IoMT[10]. This Fri-jam protects the confidential
medical data collected by medical sensors from eavesdropping. It is also possible to integrate
Fri-jam schemes communication technologies like 1. Beamforming2.Simultaneous Wireless
Information and Power Transfer (SWIPT) 3.full duplexity.
A rational attacker made for a specific transmission characteristics waveform has the highest
impact on cognitive radio. The software-defined radio platform makes it possible to generate

such a target attack. A honeynet-based defense for jamming is presented [11]. The honeynet
learns the attacker's strategy and adapts the preemptive process. It s proved that the proposed
mechanism makes CRN successfully avoids jamming attacks and improves the packet delivery
ratio.
The primary user emulation (PUE) attack is another type of attack in cognitive radio which
diable accessing idle frequency spectrums. An adaptive Bayesian learning automaton
algorithm ( Multichannel Bayesian Learning Automata (MBLA)) is proposed to defend
PUE[12]. The algorithm MBLA learning in non-stationary environments and selecting the
optimal frequency channel. An uncoordinated frequency hopping (UFH) is utilized for sending
data on different channels.
Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANET) deployed with safety-critical applications to be protected
from jamming attacks. A jamming detection approach for wireless vehicular networks using
unsupervised machine learning is presented[12]. The variations of the relative speed between
the jammer and the receiver are used as a parameter for detecting the jamming attack. The
mechanism can differentiate intentional and unintentional jamming with their unique
characteristics.
Jammer localization finding essential one because it helps for jamming-avoidance routing. It
is easy to detect location in the presence of usage of omnidirectional antennas. It is challenging
for directional jammers to use directional antennas. An Adaptive Jammer Localization
Algorithm (AJLA) method which estimates the jammer’s antenna type and selects the
appropriate algorithm based on the type of antenna is presented [26]. Centroid Localization
(CL), Virtual Force Iteration Localization (VFIL) algorithms are used for omnidirectional
antennas. An Improved Gravitational Search Algorithm (IGSA) is used for a directional
antenna.
Reactive jamming is most challenging to detect. Jammer detection and localization in a WiFi
network are presented[28]. The mechanism uses the fact that the jammer increases the
interference range and keeps the access point busy with more time.

2.System Model
The system model used for the simulation of the proposed method is given in figure 1. The
system model in figure one consists of a primary user network of cellular communication with
licensed spectrum access. It is assumed that there is n number of primary users in the primary
user network. The secondary network called cognitive radio IoT network has m number of
nodes that sense data from the environment and communicate to the data collection center. This
CRIoT network uses dynamic spectrum access using cognitive radio, which enables to share
the primary user spectrum which the primary user does not use. It is assumed that there is a
spectrum sensing algorithm running on each CRIoT node that can detect the spectrum hole by
using an energy detector. Since the energy detector is a low complex algorithm for the spectrum
sensing, which is utilized in the CRIoT because those nodes are low cost and less computational
capable. There is a jammer in the close vicinity of the CRIoT network that will be injecting
random jamming signal to the CRIoT nodes in the same frequency set of the primary network
with the aim to disable the CRIoT node not to utilize the spectrum hole point spectrums
properly. Since the energy detector algorithm detects the spectrum hole through the received
signal energy on a particular frequency and the jamming signal injects a high energy signal in

the primary user frequency, the CRIoT node will wrongly interpret the jammer signal as the
direct signal. It will not use the primary user frequency even though they are free without
utilizing at the given instant of the time. It is also assumed that the jammer signal impact on
the primary user network is minimum since it is away from the jammer and the transmit power
of those nodes is higher than the jammer signal.

_
Figure 1. system model of CIoT network with jamming attack
The received signal at cognitive radio when primary alone user present
𝑦𝑐𝑝 = ℎ𝑝 𝑥𝑝 + 𝑛
(1)
Where ℎ𝑝 is the channel coefficient between the primary user and cognitive radio,
𝑥𝑝 is the primary user transmit symbol, 𝑛 is the additive white gaussian noise.

The received signal at cognitive radio when no primary user and jammer present
𝑦𝑐𝑝 = 𝑛

(2)

𝑦𝑐𝑝 = ℎ𝑝 𝑥𝑝 + ℎ𝐽 𝑥𝐽 + 𝑛

(3)

The received signal at cognitive radio when primary user and jammer present

Where ℎ𝐽 is the channel coefficient between the cognitive radio and jammer, 𝑥𝐽 is the
jammer transmit symbol, 𝑛 is the additive white gaussian noise.
The received signal power of the primary user at cognitive radio is
𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑋 =

𝑃𝑃 𝐺𝑃 𝑐 2 𝐺𝑐
2
4𝜋2 𝑓2 𝑅𝑝𝑐

(4)

The received signal power of the jammer at cognitive radio is
𝑃 𝐺 𝑐 2𝐺

𝑃𝐽𝑅𝑋 = 4𝜋𝐽 2 𝐽𝑓2 𝑅2𝑐

𝐽𝑐

(5)

The impact of the jamming effect is based on the jamming to signal power ratio
𝐽𝑆𝑃𝑅 =

2
𝑃𝐽 𝐺𝐽 𝑅𝑝𝑐

(6)

2
𝑃𝑃𝐺𝑃 𝑅𝑗𝑐

Where 𝑃𝐽 and 𝑃𝑃 are the transmit power of the jammer and primary user, respectively. 𝐺𝐽 , 𝐺𝑃
are the antenna gain of jammer and primary user 𝑅𝑝𝑐 and 𝑅𝑗𝑐 are the range or distance between
the primary user and cognitive radio, the distance between the jammer and cognitive radio.
If the 𝐽𝑆𝑃𝑅 is more significant than one, it has an impact on the primary user detection
.whenever 𝑃𝐽𝑅𝑋 ≥ threshold , then the jammer signal will be treated as the primary user signal,
then the primary user frequency occupied decision will be made wrongly. this wrong detection
makes the cognitive user not use the primary user spectrum hole and reduces the spectrum
utilization

Figure 2. Block diagram of jammer detection using an autoencoder
Figure 2 shows the mechanism of the jammer detection. The data obtained from the receiver is
pre-processed by shaping the data in the 2D form, splitting the data into training a test set,
windowing to have 256 samples at a time for the training. The formatted data can be applied
as raw data and as well as feature extraction. The Fourier transform is applied to the raw data
then the amplitude-frequency spectrum is taken as a feature set used for training the
autoencoder. Autoencoder is configured as an anomaly detector to find the jamming attack.

Layer
Input
layers Conv1D
Dropout(rate=0.2)
Conv1D
Conv1DTranspose
Dropout(rate=0.2)
Conv1DTranspose
Conv1DTranspose

Table 1. Autoencoder architecture configuration
Filters
Kernel size padding
strides
32
7
same
2

Activation
relu

16
16

7
7

same
same

2
2

relu
Relu

32
1

7
7

Same
Same

2
2

Relu
Relu

Table 1 shows the autoencoder architecture with the layer information. it can be observed that
the encoder part has one 1D convolutional layer with 32 filters with a kernel size of 7, padding
mechanism of the same and strides size 2 with activation function of relu. Followed by a drop-

out layer is provided with drop-out rate of 0.2. a second layer, another convolution layer, is
provided with 16 filters with a kernel size of 7, padding mechanism of same, and strides size 2
with activation function of relu. Then the decoder section, the first layer, has the weight value
of the transposed of the last encoder layer with the same configuration of the last layer in the
encoder section, i.e., with 16 filter with kernel size 7, padding mechanism of same and strides
size 2 with activation function of relu. Then a dropout layer is used with the rate of drop out
0.2. the second layer in the decoding section has a transpose weight value of the first layer of
the encoder with the same configuration parameter of it i.e., 1D convolutional layer with 32
filters with a kernel size of 7, padding mechanism of same and strides size 2 with activation
function of relu. The decoder's last layer has only one filter with kernel size 7, padding
mechanism of same and strides size 2 with activation function of relu.
The algorithm of jammer detection using autoencoder is given below
Autoencoder anomaly detection based jammer detection for cognitive radio
Training phase :
Step1: configure the primary user to generate 𝑥𝑝 QPSK signal at ransom instant of time
on frequency f and propagate signal on the channel ℎ𝑝 with the transmit power of 𝑃𝑃
Step2: Receive the signal at cognitive radio 𝑦𝑐𝑝
𝑦𝑐𝑝 = ℎ𝑝 𝑥𝑝 + 𝑛
Step3: Split the data as training, validation and test set
Step4: apply a windowing technique of rectangular window to generate 256 samples at a
time to feed and train the autoencoder
Step5:for training sample window=1 to M
propagate training samples and train the autoencoder to reproduce the exact same input
signal and record the range of mean absolute difference values by computing as
a)compute encoder output 𝑜𝑒𝑛 = 𝑦𝑐𝑝 𝑊 𝑇
b) compute decoder output 𝑌𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑐 = 𝑜𝑒𝑛 𝑉 𝑇
1
|𝑌
c)calculate mean absolute error 𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 = ∑𝑀
− 𝑦𝑐𝑝 |
𝑀 𝑤𝑖𝑛=1 𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑐
jammer detection phase :
Step1: configure the jammer to generate a Phased Barrage Jammer signal 𝑥𝐽 at ransom
instant of time on frequency f and propagate signal on the channel ℎ𝐽
Step2: Receive the signal at cognitive radio 𝑦𝑐𝑝
𝑦𝑐𝑝 = ℎ𝑝 𝑥𝑝 + ℎ𝐽 𝑥𝐽 + 𝑛
Step 3: apply a windowing technique of rectangular window to generate 256 samples at a
time to feed the autoencoder
Step 4: compute mean absolute difference values as
a)compute encoder output 𝑜𝑒𝑛𝑗 = 𝑦𝑐𝑝 𝑊 𝑇
b) compute decoder output 𝑌𝑃𝑗𝑑𝑒𝑐 = 𝑜𝑒𝑛𝑗 𝑉 𝑇
1
|𝑌
− 𝑦𝑐𝑝 |
c)calculate mean absolute error 𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 = ∑𝑀
𝑀 𝑤𝑖𝑛=1 𝑃𝑗𝑑𝑒𝑐
Step 5:for i= 1 to M
a)compute the MAE difference between the training values 𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 and 𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑗𝑎𝑚𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑖) = |𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝑖) − 𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑖)|
b)if 𝑗𝑎𝑚𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑖) > 𝑗𝑎𝑚𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 then jammer signal presents at the ith instant of the
window; else no jamming signal at ith moment of window

3.Result and discussion
the entire proposed system is simulated in MATLAB and python. The MATLAB software is
used for signal generation.i.e. data generation with PU, Jammer and cognitive radio. then the
generated data is used for the jammer detection by using an autoencoder as a anomality
detector.
Table 2 The simulation parameter for data generation
Si.no
1
2.
3.
4.
5.

Parameter
Number of PU node
Number of CR node
Number of jammer node
Jammer type
Phased Barrage Jammer parameters

6
7

PU signal parameters
Transmit filter for PU

Value
1
1
1
Phased Barrage Jammer
ERP
=10,SamplesPerFrame=400
QPSK modulation, ERP =10
Raised Cosine Transmit Filter,
Roll off Factor =0.3,
Output Samples Per Symbol = 2

Table 2 shows the simulation set of parameters used for the data generation in MATLAB. The
Phased Barrage Jammer is used with ERP =10 with 400 samples per frame generation. The
simulation is repeated 10 times to realize 4000 samples of data. The PU signal is generated
with QPSK modulation and ERP =10.the signal of PU is propagated through the transmit filter
of Raised Cosine with Roll off Factor =0.3 and Output Samples Per Symbol = 2. This PU signal
and jammer signal are combinedly received at CR receiver and stored in the autoencoder
training file. The autoencoder with the layer information given in table 1 is trained using this
data-generated file.

Figure 4. Cognitive radio received signal with jammer and PU signal components
Figure 4 shows the received signal at a cognitive radio node with PU signal components and
jammer signal components. The signal level with amplitude within 20 is the PU components.
The signal level with more than 20 up to 130 is the jammer component. From figure 4, it is also
evident the jammer signal is added randomly with the PU signal.

Figure 5.PU signal alone
Figure 5 shows the QPSK modulated PU signal.it takes an amplitude of 25 units as maximum
amplitude. This signal is generated at random instant of time such that we can observe some
spectrum hole .in the graph, the white line instants are the spectrum hole points.

Figure 6 jammer signal alone

Figure 6 shows the jammer signal alone.it takes from -50 to +120. This jammer signal is also
generated randomly such that the detection of the random attack is difficult. Moreover, the
random time instant of the jammer injection is recorded for the comparison purpose after
finding the autoencoder's jammer injection instant.

Figure 7. training and validation losses
Tracking the deep learning model's training and validation losses will give an idea of whether
the model is overfitted or under fitted. Moreover, it also gives an idea of whether the
furthermore training is required or more training data is required. Figure 7 gives the training
and validation losses of the designed autoencoder. The figure shows that the model is not
overfitting or underfit, but there is a scope of improving the accuracy by new data set or feature
set.

Figure 8. Histogram of the training mean absolute error

The mean absolute error is used as a loss function in the autoencoder and the model is trained
to minimize this loss value. Figure 8 shows the histogram of the training time mean absolute
error value. it is evident from the graph that the error is taken from 0.105 to 0.140. this small
variation indicates that the data set does not have much variance to make more weight changes.
It is also evident that the error value of around 0.118 is taken much of the time.

Figure 9. PU signal and decoded PU signal
The autoencoder is designed and trained to encode the PU signal in the encoder part and
reprocess the PU signal exactly at the output of the decoder. In order to access the reproducing
capability of the autoencoder after training the PU signal, the decoded PU signal and the
original input PU signal which is used to train is plotted in a single graph as shown in figure 9.
in figure 9 blue color signal indicate the input original PU signal which fed during the training
phase and the orange colour signal is the reconstructed signal at the autoencoder output by
taking the compressed component of the signal from the outcome of the encoder part.

Figure 10. Test Mean Absolute error histogram

The error performance of the deep learning model for the test data set is required to access the
model's generalization capability. Figure 10 shows the test error performance of the
autoencoder. The figure shows that for the then-new unseen data set during the test phase, the
model mostly provides around 0.13, i.e., 13% error.

Figure 11. Detected jammer with time stamp information
Detecting the jammer signal's presence at the receiver of CR radio and the time when jammer
enters into the system is essential. Under the proposed autoencoder, the detection of the jammer
signal and the time instant on which it is detected is given. Figure 11 shows such detection of
the jammer signal. The red color mark in the figure shows the jammer signal component
detected by the autoencoder. The axis value shows the timestamp of the detected jammer
component. From the figure, it is evident that the jammer signal component is detected after
the sampling instant 256 onwards. It happens because the first window of size data 256 needs
to be processed by the autoencoder, then only it can recognize that the samples are from the
jammer .it is the limitation of the proposed mechanism.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed jamming dettction mechanism, the
spectral efficiency of the CRIoT network node after jammer detection with various jamming
timing is calculated and plotted in figure 12 against the spectral efficiency of the same node
with a jammer. Figure 12 is drawn by considering the 10 seconds transmission time, and the
performance is analyzed. Figure 12 proves that the proposed mechanism maintains spectral
efficiency with negligible reduction comparing to that of jammer .around 2 bits/Hz/sec, spectral
efficiency gain is achieved by the proposed jammer detection algorithm for the 5 seconds
jamming time comparing to that of the spectral efficiency with a jammer.

Figure 12.spectral efficiency with a jammer and after jammer detection

4.Conclusion
Jamming attack in cognitive IoT network diable the dynamic spectrum sharing .the detection
of jamming attack predominantly random jamming is challenging to detect, which is solved by
using autoencoder deep learning model. The autoencoder is configured as an anomaly detector,
and the jamming attack is detected using that. The proposed mechanism able to detect the
jammer with the time instant of jamming. The proposed mechanism has the limitation of
detecting the jammer if the jammer's signal is strong enough compared to that of the primary
user. This limitation will be addressed in future work, and the jammer mitigation strategy also
will be addressed in future work.
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Figure 1
system model of CIoT network with jamming attack

Figure 2
Block diagram of jammer detection using an autoencoder

Figure 3
Cognitive radio received signal with jammer and PU signal components
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PU signal alone
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Histogram of the training mean absolute error
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PU signal and decoded PU signal
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Detected jammer with time stamp information
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spectral e ciency with a jammer and after jammer detection

